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Fanless MINI PC JFTCK620M 

 

MINI PC JFTCK620M adopts dual core dual-threads Intel Celeron 

J1800, 2.41-2.58GHZ graphic card speed,it has strong office processing 

performance, low consumption, high performance, adopting the silver 

aluminum alloy chassis which looks very professional and high-end. Firm 

and shakeproof enough. JFTCK620M, it’s your best choice for both 

working and entertainment .  
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Main Features: 

1. Tiny Little Size & Exquisite Design  

JFTCK620M features very mini size which can save a lot space.It is 

fan-less design so it will not have any noise.Its light weight makes it 

convenient to move, it is wall-mounted or put it on the desk,it looks 

elegant. 

2.Dual Display 

 It can be used as an independent computer, there are VGA and HDMI 

ports which can support dual screen and dual display. 

3.Cost-effective 

This mini pc can save up to 80% total cost of owner compared with 

buying a traditional desktop PC , embedded low power consumption CPU 

can cut down the electricity costs. 

4.Stable and Durable 

JFTCK620M uses highly centralized technology design,delicate 

kensington lock anti-theft design makes it more safe,it is hard to move 

which can reduce the rate of stealing , low power consumption and less 

heat dissipation,it has a long duration for usage. 
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Specification 

 

 

 

Model JFTCK620M 

Consumption 10W Weight 1KG Warranty 3 years 

Shell  Silver Aluminum Alloy  

WIFI 
Optional 

Internal 
Power 12V-3A 

Machine 

size 

14*14*2

CM 

CPU Overview 

CPU type Intel Celeron J1800 dual-core 2.41--2.58GHz processor 

Core/thread Dual-Core double threads 

CPU cache Second level cache:1MB 

Graphics Integrated graphics. Intel HD Graphics 

RAM Default: 2GB DDR3 RAM. (4GB/8GB extendable) 

Storage Default: SSD 16GB.  (SSD 32GB/64GB/128GB extendable) 

Network  Onboard Realtek RTL8111E 1000Mbps self-adaptive 

I/O Port 
HDMI,VGA,USB2.0*3,USB3.0*1,RJ45 Lan port, DC 12V Port 

MIC,SPK 

Support OS Can embedded Windows 7/ Windows 8/ Linux OS 
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Application Area 

MINI PC JFTCK620M owns abundant application. 

Simply said,mini PC JFTCK620M can be regarded as a host with super 

performance.It can install all Windows OS or Linux OS. JFTCK620M 

can do what a Normal PC can do,with high efficiency at a least cost. 

1. Home PC,Normal Computer, HTPC,the mini pc comes with HDMI 

ports which could directly connect to the TV,user could not only enjoy 

the super HD 1080P movie,searching the Internet,playing 

games,browsing the latest news,listening to the music but also shopping 

online and chatting etc. 

2. Cyber Cafe PC, high-speed Gigabit Ethernet and the powerful graphic 

card makes it perfect for Cyber Cafe,a smart mini pc with freezing cost. 

3. Business Office PC, fast and stable to operate Microsoft 

Office,browser etc,it is the perfect choice for office user! 

4. Educational Computers,School PC,it has the better performance than 

cloud terminal,high software compatibility,better color bit,faster 

operating speed,ultra low consumption 10W,very smart size makes it 

more suitable for educational users. 

5.More Application,such as Call Center,Bank,Hotel Rooms,Meeting 

Room,Hospital,Language Lab,Factory,Government,Hotel etc. 
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Product Image 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


